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Abstract!

It is suspected that the lack of commercial shipbuilding available in the US 
resulting in the consolidation of the US shipbuilding industry as a whole limits the 
negotiating capacity for the US Navy and promotes suboptimal contracts that 
continuously produce major cost and production time overruns. Several 
incentives and contracting strategies are explored to better incentivize, through 
formal and informal means, the best value for the Navy in the production of large 
ships.  

These methods mainly include a sharper focus within the contracts on the scale 
and alignment of incentives. Some incentives in use in current contracts were 
found to be counterproductive to the goals of reduced cost, timeliness, and 
quality because of the disproportionate scaling of one goal’s incentive over the 
others. Once the shareline incentive is lost as in the LPD 17 program, there is 
much less of a need for the shipbuilder to control costs. Also, a redirection of 
resources spent on smaller incentives in order to increase larger incentives such 
as larger order quantities is suggested.  
 
These improvements, however, might only lead to a marginal effect in contract 
efficiency at best. In order to produce a larger effect, the competitive base in the  
shipbuilding industry must be increased. This increase in the competitive base is 
possible through a large capital investment into an existing tier 2 shipyard in 
order to increase its production capabilities to the level of a tier 1 shipyard.  
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